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One thing to keep in mind with rural properties is that you are typically not connected to city 

services.   
  
It is important for buyers to understand the differences between a well and cistern, or between 

septic holding tanks and pump outs/discharges.   You will also want to ensure that the additional 

costs associated with some of these options are accounted for in your monthly budget - for 

example, if bringing in water to fill a cistern adds $300 a month to your costs you will want to 

ensure you can afford that before purchasing at the top of your budget.   
  
Some of these can be extremely pricey to replace/repair if there are issues therefore due diligence 

up front before purchasing should be done to ensure they are in good working order.  Often, the 

lender will require a copy of a satisfactory water test and on occasion, confirmation the septic has 

been inspected or that it meets county bylaws.   
Well and Septic inspections can cost quite a bit more and rural property inspections in general 

can cost more than a property inspection in the city so you will want to budget for those costs 

when calculating available funds for the purchase.   
  
Often with older homesteads which were placed before modern bylaws or subdivided 

properties, road allowances etc. were brought in the location of the well or septic may be 

grandfathered but could require replacement in future if you plan to make changes to the 

property so it is worth noting this in advance as well before you commit to a purchase if you 

have long term plans for the property that might include large changes like moving driveways, 

building a shop etc. 
  
As a result of the nuances with these types of set ups, there are some lenders who do not finance 

properties that are not on city services so you will want to be aware that you may not have as 

many lenders or rate choices to pick from when purchasing a rural property. 
  
A lotta land/ A little down? 
  
One of the most common issues we run into financing rural properties is the expectation of how 

much down payment is required from buyers.   



  
Within Canada, the minimum down payment for an owner-occupied residential purchase is 5% 

down.  When buyers put less than 20% down the purchase is required to be insured by one of 

the 3 main mortgage insurance companies (CMHC, Genworth (Sagen) and Canada 

Guaranty).  These insurers insure the mortgage to protect the lender in the event of foreclosure. 
  
The mandate for these insurers is to help Canadians get into residential homes with lower down 

payment requirements.  That does not necessarily mean getting them into 80 acres of farmland 

with a barn and shop as well as a home.   
  
The insurers will only give value for the house, garage and up to 20 acres of land.  Which means, 

if you are planning to put less than 20% down payment, you may struggle with valuation of the 

property when the insurer appraises it.  For example, if the sale price is 400k on a property with 

a couple outbuildings and 40 acres, you will not be receiving value from the 25-30 acres or the 

outbuildings.   This can cause the property to under appraise and the lender will not lend on the 

full purchase price.  Some lenders will give you the option to bridge that difference in extra 

down payment, but if you are tight on available funds, you may find yourself unable to obtain 

financing for the full purchase price.   
  
Clients with 20% down do not require this insurance and lenders are not restricted in that 

scenario to only valuing the smaller amount of land.  With more than 20% down payment, 

lenders can give appraisal value for the entire parcel of land and outbuildings depending on their 

own lending guidelines.  Not every lender will value the same number of land/outbuildings so it 

is worth looking into the different lender options for these types of purchases to ensure you are 

getting the most value possible. 
  
If the property is cultivated farmland, you will have an even tougher time obtaining financing 

with less than 20% down due to the nature of the property being income earning. And appraisal 

values of say 20 acres of good farmland is going to be much higher than 20 acres of recreational 

bush land. 
  
This can be the toughest 'grey' area to get around for buyers when shopping for larger parcels of 

land.  I have had an 80-acre property appraise high enough on the value of the house and yard 

site for the buyers to put 5% down.  But I've also had 15 acres under appraise by tens of 

thousands due to outbuildings.   
  
If you are shopping with less than 20% down payment, it is recommended to stick to smaller 

properties and understand that it is always touch and go until that appraisal is completed.  You 

might have a perfect credit score, tons of income and be a perfect borrower but that does not 

mean you will automatically be approved to purchase a property if the valuation cannot include 

things like a horse barn or riding arena for example.  
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